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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the efficacy of Ultraviolet
(UV) light in the treatment of disease caused by Pseudogymnoascus
destructans (Pd) also known as White Nose Syndrome, in bats. White
Nose Syndrome is a fatal disease that appears in hibernating bats and
cannot be treated unless their wings are extended. Because Pd is
particularly vulnerable to exposure to UV light, it was hypothesized
that flashing UV light on infected bats could assist in eradicating the
fungus in situ (Daley, 2018). Using an Arduino microprocessor and
PIR motion sensor, a device was created and code used to flash a
series of UV bulbs. A proxy fungus, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, grown
on nutrient agar plates, was used to test the effects of UV light on
growth as the plate was rapidly passed in front of the sensor and UV
light housing. Preliminary trials indicate that, while the device
successfully enables the firing of the UV light when triggered by the
motion sensor, and that growth of the fungus is arrested, the growth is
not significantly reduced, possibly due to the minimal time frame of
UV exposure.

Materials and Methodology:
Stage One: Wiring the Sensors and Relays
This project uses four significant components: Arduino Uno Rev3 Board ATmega328p microcontroller board, an Arduino
light-dependent resistor serving as a motion detector, a HiLetgo 5V One Channel Relay an Arduino ModuleRelay Switch with
OPTO Isolation High Low Level, the multi-LED UV panel from a Cureuv 51-LED Portable UV Inspection Flashlight 395nm,
and a Duracell CopperTop 9V Alkaline Battery. The components were wired, as shown in Figure 2.

Once the circuitry was complete, I used software from a website (instructables.com) which activated the UV light when the
motion sensor was triggered. The code is shown below:

Average: 49.58 %
Average: 51. 30%
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Holly Bamford, Chief Scientist of the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF), was contacted in order to procure a live
sample of Pd for cultivation for the experiment. Unfortunately, NFWF cannot provide live models, as the fungus is hazardous
to humans as well. Instead, she recommended using Saccharomyces cerevisiae to serve as a proxy which was purchased
from Carolina.com. I cultivated the fungus in a covered box to prevent any light from getting into the box. After one week, the
fungus was fully established, as shown in Figure 3.

After the fungus was fully established, the Agar dishes were taken out of the covered box and “flown” over the motion
detector, triggering the mechanism to expose a flash of UV light. Afterwards, the dishes were returned to the dark box. The
process of the “flights” is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. In Figure 4, the dish begins its “flight” over the Arduino system. In
Figure 5, the movement of the Agar plate activates the system to flash UV light, which is shown illuminated. Each flight, the
presence of the fungus was documented.

In 2007, White-Nose Syndrome (WNS) was first detected in hibernating bats. The
fungus that causes WNS, Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Pd), looks like white fuzz
on bats’ faces, causing infected animals to appear to have white noses. Pd grows in
cold, dark environments and attacks bats’ skin while they are inactive due to
hibernation. As Pd proliferates on the bat, their blood chemistry is altered, making them
more active and causing them to burn fat essential to surviving the winter season. In
some cases, Pd causes very unusual behavior in bats, like leaving their caves during
the day in winter. (WhiteNoseSyndrome.org)

Results:

Stage Two: Cultivating The Fungus

Stage Three: Exposing the Fungus to UV Light
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Through the use of an Arduino board, motion detector system, and UV LED Panel, the experiment
successfully established an automated system to expose the proxy Sc to a flash of UV light. The arduino system
was able to correctly identify the movement simulated by the plates, and responded appropriately each time by
emitting a flash of ultraviolet light. In each of the 5 separate trials for these three plates, the Arduino system
designed and built for the experiment responded correctly. This accuracy is highly promising in adapting the system
for practical use, and should be further explored for deployment in the field.
Exposing the Sc to slashes of UV light did not significantly decrease the presence of the fungus. However, the
data suggests that UV light exposure may prove to be a useful tool in mitigating the propagation of the disease. In
each of the three plates, none of the colonies saw a significant decrease in the presence of Sc. Plate 1 began 53.03%
covered with fungus. Over the period of 5 tests, each with a “flight” exposing the plate to UV radiation, the
presence of Sc remained relatively stable, averaging around 49.58% of the plate. Following this trend, Plate 2 began
with around 51.05% of the growth. At the end of the 5 trials, the topography of the Sc did not grow over the 5
“flights.” Prior to the first test, there was approximately 32.99% of the plate occupied by the growth of the fungus.
Similar to plates 1 and 2, this remained relatively stable over the course of the experiment. At the end of the 5 trials,
Plate 3 had about 46.35% of its surface covered, indicating that the fungus had not propagated further a significant
amount. In conjunction, Plates 1, 2, and 3 suggest that the fungus, despite repeated exposure to UV light, did not
respond in a significant manner. However, UV light exposure.may have played a role in arresting further growth.
In future experiments, I would like to further investigate the role of UV light in limiting the propagation of Sc.
Though frequent UV exposure did not seem to significantly reduce the amount of fungus on the three plates, in all
cases it did prevent significant proliferation of the strain. In order to more deeply examine this process, additional
experiments should be run comparing Sd growth over time in an environment with and without UV light. By
comparing these, the effectiveness of UV light in combating this destructive virus will become more clear. In
continuing this research, I believe it is also essential to consider the differences between the proxy fungus, Sd, and
the actual WNS virus, Pd. While these two fungi do share important genetic similarities in terms of susceptibility to
UV light exposure, they may not necessarily respond in the same way. Before any of the findings of this paper are
applied to Pd, experiments must be conducted in a sterile lab environment to confirm the efficacy of UV light in
Pd. After such tests are conducted, I believe it will be possible to start deploying this technology in field studies.

Stage 4: Counting:
In order to measure fungus growth, I took images of the plates after each test and overlaid a grid on them in Photoshop. I
then counted the number of squares either completely or partially covered in fungus. Because each image was not the same
size, in order to compare plates, I also counted the total number of squares and found the percent of the plates covered with
fungus after each test. The table for each can be found below:

In North America, approximately one million bats have died of WNS. In some locations,
90-100% percent were fatally infected. (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) Many species
are impacted—most acutely the northern long-eared bat, little brown bat, and tricolored
bat. The ngus is particularly challenging to control because it occurs under the wings of
the animal, and the bat’s wings must be open to apply any treatment. This makes it
extremely difficult to use any antifungal while the bats are in a cave (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service). This is an urgent ecological problem in conservation because WNS is
on track to cause certain species of bats to become extinct. WNS impacts 12 species
in total, including the Gray Bat (Myotis grisescens) and the Indiana bat (Myotis
sodalis), which were already threatened species.
Ultra Violet light has been used to control fungus growth for many years. UV light
technology and its impact on fungus are straightforward and well-documented. Fungi
have evolved light-sensing systems, which they use to manage their cellular
development. They also have systems that rapidly repair DNA damaged by exposure
to UV light. Certain species disable the systems that mend DNA at night. Exposure to
UV Light can be fatal to certain fungus when the DNA repair systems are turned off.
Pseudogymnoascus destructans is one of a small number of species that permanently
have no systems to repair DNA that has been damaged by ultraviolet light. They are
extremely sensitive to exposure to UV light at all times (Verant). Pd is dangerous to
humans, so a proxy, Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Sc), was used in the experiment
because it has identical DNA in the region related to UV-damage repair. Through
experiments of the effect of UV light exposure on the proxy Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
the potential of UV light in combating Pd was assessed.
The purpose of this study is to determine if UV light, applied through a
motion-detecting Arduino system, can be used to control the widespread fungus
Pseudogymnoascus destructans. Since bats close their wings while roosting, the
application of the UV light has to be during the process of flight, making it challenging
to treat. The project, if successful, would provide a proof of concept for an automated
system that could be placed around bat caves in the wild. Fully deployed, this
mechanism would expose flying bats to UV light, potentially preventing the extinction of
some critically endangered bat species and reducing the overall number of bats killed
by WNS.

Conclusion
The experiment successfully demonstrated the opportunity to deploy motion-activated
arduino systems, but was ultimately inconclusive in regard to the effectiveness of UV light in
eliminating Saccharomyces cerevisiae. As part of my experiment, I was able to successfully
construct and utilize an automated Arduino system that, when motion activated, flashes
Ultraviolet light. This portion of the experiment was highly successful, and offers a promising
delivery system for treating light-sensitive fungal infections. While the UV light did not eradicate
the fungus, the percent of the plate covered in fungus did not increase over the test period. This
does suggest, however, that the UV light may have been effective in stifling Sc proliferation.

.
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